
Wedding Film Packages

Here you can discover all that I have to offer to customize your wedding package to your
needs, but a lot of it is the same! Here is what I offer on every wedding film package:

-  Complete Wedding Day Coverage
-  4K (Cinema Quality) Resolution Video
-  Drone Footage
-  All The Raw Footage
-  Up to 15 Minute Full Cinematic Edit
-  Ring Ceremony Coverage
-  Microphone & Audio Recording
-  Easy Music Selection
-  Free USB Thumb Drive
-  Google Drive Download Links
-  Free Travel Within 50 Miles of Provo, Utah

Films start at 1000 (only 900 right now!)
Contact me for a free quote and consultation or discover packages below:

The Short Film Package (Popular!)

9-10 Minute Full Length Cinematic Edit

-Includes Dialogue, Speeches, and Ceremony Audio
-Extra Drone Coverage
-3-4 Songs

https://www.lumavision.video/contact


Great for a complete wedding day, the Short Film is the video intended to encapsulate all
the emotions of your day by the clever integration of speeches and story. It is twice the
length of The Highlight Video, allowing for more moments of the day to be shown. It is
meant to be the only film of your wedding you will ever need. In my experience, a
complete wedding day fits perfectly into this 9-10 minute long video.

1400 (Only 1260 if you book now!)

The Highlight
5-6 Minute Quick Cinematic Edit

Cut to Music (No Dialogue)
Essential Drone Coverage
2 Songs

Great for a shorter wedding day, the Highlight is a little shorter and edited essentially as a
music video. This beautiful video is a great length for sharing with friends and family on
social media. Each moment is carefully selected to showcase the most memorable parts
of your special experience and story. Remember that this package can be customized to
fit your needs!

1000 (Only 900 if you book now!)
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